NEX: A Network Emulator boX to support the design of networked systems
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Abstract

The Network Emulation boX (NEX) merges live and simulated networks to provide a complete testing tool for the design of networked systems and the planning of the network infrastructure.  

1. Introduction

Networks are becoming more and more important in everyday life and, therefore, computers and embedded systems are required to interact each other in a complex communication environment. Manufacturers, both HW and SW, have to test the network capabilities of their products while network administrators should plan link capacity and Quality of Service policies.  

Until now, to test a network appliance or an application we can either connect it to an actual network or describe its behavior into a network simulator. The former option has a high fidelity but limits the reproducibility of tests and may be expensive if different types of networks have to be supported; the latter option is less expensive and more deterministic but it requires an extra effort to re-implement the functionalities under test in the network simulator. A possible solution to merge advantages from both options is the so-called network emulation which consists in connecting the systems under test to a server which reproduces the behavior of the network. Since this server can be seen as a router, current solutions are based on the network functionalities of the Linux kernel [1-5]. These solutions reproduce link behavior such as queue overflow, delay, and reordering but do not allow to model multilink networks, physical and data link protocols, routing protocols, and concurrent traffic.  

The Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) is a well-known simulation tool with network emulation capabilities [6] even if they are not yet completely stable. Many issues have to be faced to provide a mature tool for network emulation based on NS-2 and important improvements have been introduced by Mahrenholz and Ivanov [7]. Our work consisted in the further improvement of this solution and in the development of a complete and easy-to-use HW/SW appliance named Network Emulation boX (NEX).  

2. Architecture

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the NEX. The NEX is a Linux box with a high performance CPU (typically 3GHz) and a large amount of RAM (typically 4GB).
3. Some real-life applications

The NEX has been successfully used to simulate network behaviors in real life cases.
One of the initial usage of NEX has been the estimation of video quality degradation of IPTV. The transmitter and the receiver exchange data at a constant bitrate. The network model exhibits slowing or breaking links according to predefined testing patterns; on the receiver side, data arrives with delayed/lost packets, so the receiver will experience a low image quality. NEX was effectively used to test adaptive transmission algorithms which try to mitigate network congestion problems. In this case, the traditional approach of implementing such strategies in a network simulator was impossible because of the presence of mixed HW/SW multimedia codecs. On the other hand, the use of an actual network as testbed would have introduced non-deterministic events.

NEX has also been used by a railway telephony manufacturer to model dependability of redundant telephone lines in case of multiple failures, and to test the introduction of VoIP solutions into an existing network. In this case, NEX was used not to test new HW but to support network planning. The setup of an actual network as testbed would be too expensive since the reference scenario consisted of geographical links and several nodes.

In both cases, a former knowledge of the actual network has been used to build the models, and then simulation results have been used to identify and solve weakness in the systems under test and in the network infrastructure, respectively.

In both cases, the presence of real-time multimedia transmissions shows the effectiveness of the solution to guarantee a prompt fulfillment of time constraints.

4. Conclusions

This paper shows a complete and easy-to-use tool based on network emulation to test networked systems and communication architectures. The tool is based on a well-known network simulator –NS-2-- which allows to reproduce many aspect of the communication process. The simulator is hosted by a fine-tuned HW architecture consisting of a high performance processing unit and a switch to separate test network from public network.

The use of NEX for network simulations eliminates the need to re-describe the behavior of the system under test in the network simulator; devices can be added by just plugging them into the NEX. Furthermore, support for new protocols can be added as soon as they are available for NS-2. Network models can be re-used thus accelerating the development steps.

The application of NEX to the test of multimedia transmissions shows its effectiveness in performing real-time network simulation.
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